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SAXON ® HOUSE
STUDIES

Two timely contributions to contemporary affairs

EAST AND WEST GERMANY: A MODUS VIVENDI
Karl E. Birnbaum
Consultant to the Board, Swedish Institute of International
Affairs, Geneva
This important study traces the intensive process of East-West negotiations
initiated by the Bonn government during 1970-72, which resulted in
bilateral treaties between the Federal Republic and three of its most
important eastern neighbours. An agreement between .the USA, Russia
and Great Britain normalising the situation in Berlin followed shortly
after. Dr Birnbaum makes use of documentary evidence and interviews
with some of the key figures involved in the negotiations, which were
hailed as a turning point in postwar European history. He analyses the
policies of Moscow, Bonn and East Berlin in reaching their historic
rapprochement, and concludes with an assessment of the scope for closer
relations between Eastern and Western Europe.
ISBN 0 347 01015 6 Cloth £3.50

GOVERNMENT AND INDUSTRY IN BRITAIN
Stephen Blank
Foreword bySir Norman Kipping, formerly Director General,
the Federation of British Industries
Preface by Professor S.H. Beer, Department of Government,.
Harvard University
The first major account of the role of the Federation of British Industries
which, from its formation in 1916 until 1965 when it merged with other
private sector associations to form the Confederation of British Industry,
was widely recognised as the most important industrial organisation in
the country. Contrary to popular speculation the author finds little
evidence that organised industry wielded any appreciable political power
and suggests that the FBI instead acted to discourage government inter-
vention in the private sector. Discussing the marked changes in the
interrelationship of politics and the economy following World War I I ,
Dr Blank reviews the increased scope of the FBI for influencing change
by participation with both the government of the day and organised
labour. Concluding with the emergence of the CBI as a united centralised
industrial voice, this authoritative study shows the far-reaching changes
which have occurred in the formulation of Britain's economic policy.
ISBN 0 347 01004 0 Cloth £4.75

SAXON HOUSE D.C. Heath Limited,
Dept.SSH Westmead, FarnborougrvHampshire, England.
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GOVERNMENT IN SPAIN:
The Executive at Work
K. N. MEDHURST

An introductory text on the structure and workings
of the machinery of Spanish Government, examined
against the background of recent historical events
and against the struggle of the economy and Spanish
Society.
268 pages £2.85 hard cover

GOVERNMENT IN FRANCE:
An Introduction to the Executive Power
M.ANDERSON

"It deserves a place on the bookshelf of every
student of comparative government and adminis-
tration." Public Administration
220 pages £2.00 hard cover £1.40 f lexi cover

G O V E R N M E N T IN S W E D E N :
The Executive at Work
N. ELDER

" . . . can be confidently recommended as a scholarly
and up-to-date introduction to the government and
administration of Sweden." Public Adminis-
tration
216 pages £2.00 hard cover £1.40 f lexi cover

Forthcoming Title

BACKBENCH OPINION IN THE
HOUSE OF COMMONS 1945-55
Editor H. BERRINGTON

A detailed analysis of floor revolts, free votes and
signatures to backbench motions during one of
the most exciting parliamentary decades in modern
life. This period saw the backbench challenge to the
foreign policy of the post-war Labour Government,
the fight against conscription, the Bevanite con-
troversy and the beginnings of the struggle over
nuclear weapons followed, when the Conservatives
regained control, by the formation of the Suez group
and the start of Europeanism.
276 pages £6.50 hard cover Autumn 1973

Pergamon Press Ltd
Headington Hill Hall
Oxford OX3 0BW
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Lloyd George: Family Letters 1885-1936
Edited by Kenneth 0. Morgan
'In death as in life Lloyd George remains the most controversial figure in British
political history. These letters throw vivid light not so much on his record as on his
character. He was a man of almost super-human vitality. "It will take a dozen men",
said Baldwin, "to write his life." All the twelve should derive considerable assistance
from this volume.'—Dingle Foot in The Observer 13 plates £4.50

Contemporary International Theory and
the Behaviour of States
Joseph Frankel
This book provides a brief survey of the major theoretical approaches to international
relations and discusses their relevance to current international affairs. In a
concluding chapter some of these approaches are applied in a case study of the
relations between Britain and the E.E.C. 4 diagrams £1.25 paper covers 60p OPUS

The Study of International Affairs
Essays in Honour of Kenneth Younger
Edited by Roger Morgan
This volume reviews the whole field of the study of international affairs during the
last fifty years. The contributors are past and present members of the Chatham
House research staff and others closely associated with the Institute's work. £5
Royal Institute of International Affairs

Anglo-American Politics 1660-1775
The Relationship between Parties in England
and Colonial America
Alison Gilbert Olson
In the century before the Revolution encouragement by English patrons gave
leverage in provincial politics and legitimacy to opposition groups in the colonies
which might otherwise have been suppressed. At the same time, English party
leaders out of office found colonial politics similarly useful, both for attacking
the government and attracting attention. Thus the very existence of the Empire
precipitated the development of political parties in England and the American
colonies. That is the novel theme of this essay. £3.50

The First Rockingham Administration
1765-1766
P. Langford
Though it lasted barely a year, the first Rockingham administration has had immense
influence on the traditional interpretations of the reign of George III, and a detailed
reassessment of it has long been overdue. £4.50 Oxford Historical Monographs

Oxford University Press
iii
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